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Abstract 

A proof system for one-pass grammars is presented as an extension of a very general logic, 
with elements from typed A-calculus and natural deduction. In the formulae of the logic, 
the emphasis is on contexts, which, at all times during a proof or derivation step, explicitly 
express the environment in which a step must take place. The proof method arrived at is 
compositional: to prove the correctness of a grammar (w.r.t. a specification), a proof per 
production rule suffices, where the contexts in which such a proof must be carried out ensure 
that local information is used only. The proof method is also reminiscent of the Hoare-style 
of proving programs. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

In [C&D88] a particular method for proving the correctness of attribute grammars with respect 
to a specification has been presented. As the authors state, this method can be considered as 
an extension of the inductive assertions method [Flo67]. The inductive assertions method is one 
of the oldest forms of proving program correctness. It essentially amounts to labeling the nodes 
in a flowchart with assertions and showing that each branch respects these assertions. More 
recent methods for proving program correctness are usually based on Hoare's logic (see [Apt81] 
for a survey paper), which differs from the inductive assertions method in two essential aspects: 
first, it is a formal system with formulae and inference rules, and, second, proofs follow the 
syntactic structure of the program. Due to these properties, Hoare's logic lends itself better to 
the construction of correct programs than the inductive assertions method. The question arises 
whether a similar approach can be followed for attribute grammars, i.e., is it possible to design a 
logic for attribute grammars that can be considered as an analogon to Hoare's logic? 

As a first step towards such a logic, this paper presents an inference system for one-pass, one
attributed grammars. The system is an extension of a typed inference system, as described in 
[MargO]. 

More specifically, the line of reasoning pursued in this paper is the following. 
In Section 2, we start off by introducing one-pass, one-attributed grammars. Here, "one

attributed" means that each nonterminal is supplied with exactly one inherited and one synthesized 
attribute domain (or type, as we shall call it), and "one-pass" denotes the well-known restriction on 
the evaluation rules, causing the attributes of each derivation tree t to be evaluatable in a single 
(left-to-right) pass over t. The demand for "one-attributed"-ness is for notational convention 
only; it is not very restrictive, as tupling can always be used to simulate multi-attributes by one 
attribute. 

Through one of its constituent components, an attribute grammar - according to our defini
tion - has an associated typed inference system, denoted TISB, and the well-formedness of the 
grammar is expressed via the derivability of certain formulae within TISB . The latter turns out 
to be an important stepping-stone for the embedding of ag in formal logic. 

Also in Section 2, we develop the notion of the correctness of an attribute grammar G' -
with underlying context-free grammar (N, T, P, Z) - w.r.t. a specification. To that end, we first 
introduce production trees (which are derivation trees labeled with context-free production rules), 
and we show how G' gives rise to a collection {FA I A E N} of translation mappings, acting on the 
production trees. More specifically, FA maps production trees of type PTA onto functions from 
itA to stA (where PTA is the type of all production trees with root labeled by A _ Ct (for some 
a), and itA (stA) denotes the inherited (synthesized) attribute type of nonterminal A), Le., FA 
has signature PTA - itA --+ stA. 

A specification for G' then consists of a pair of predicates (Q, R) of signature Q : itz _ bool 
and R : itz - stz _ bool, and the correctness condition for G' is expressed as 

IId:PTz , i:itz.(Q·i =} R.i.(Fz·d.i)) 

i.e., for all complete production trees, and for all values i in the inherited domain of Z that satisfy 
Q.i, Fz applied to d and i satisfies R.i.(Fz·d.i). 

If G' is an attribute grammar as in Section 2, with associated inference system TISB , then 
in Section 3 we present a logic for G', denoted TISJj, as an extension ofTISB. More precisely, 
per production rule pr of G' there is an additional formula expressing 'pr is correct', and there 
is an additional formula expressing 'G' is correct' (all in a context without notions concerning 
production trees or translation mappings). Furthermore, an additional inference rule expresses 'if 
all pr are correct, then G' is correct' (in ditto context). 

In the following section, an interpretation 'I is provided from formulae in TISJj onto formulae 
in TISB . In particular, the interpretation of the formula 'G' is correct' is the correctness condition 
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for G'. We then show the consistency ofTIS~ w.r.t. TISB underI. This means that for each 
formula '1', derivable within T IS~, its interpretation I(cp) is derivable within T ISB . 

Thus we have achieved that, in order to prove the correctness condition for G' in TISB, it 
suffices to infer 'G' is correct' within TISt. The latter, in its turn, is accomplished by inferring 
'pr is correct' for each production rule pr; all without reference to production trees or translation 
mappings whatsoever. 

Finally, in Section 5 we provide an evaluation of the method and formalism just described, and 
we state the relation with previous work (notably that of [C&D88]). 

1.2 Notational conventions 

All notations concerning typed inference systems are taken from [MargO]. In particular, it is useful 
to recall that the correctness condition displayed above is shorthand for 

Vd:PTz.(Vi:itz.(Q·i:} R.i.(Fz·d.i))) 

and similar abbreviations apply to nested A-abstractions and let-constructs. Also, ~ (for denoting 
function types) associates to the right and· (application) associates to the left. 

For details concerning the "flag notation" , which is used to express the proofs of Section 4, see 
Section 3 of [MargO]. 

If S is a set, then S· denotes the set of all finite sequences over S, and for a sequence Q' and 
set S, notation", r S is used for the projection of", onto S. 

2 Attribute grammars and correctness conditions 

In Subsection 2.1 we define one-attributed grammars, and one-pass grammars as a special case of 
them. Such a grammar can be viewed as a context-free grammar (in the usual sense), extended 
with some restricted form of attribute structure. 

Within the notational framework of typed inference systems, we then introduce some concepts 
related to (attribute) grammars, resulting in a notion of correctness for an attribute grammar w.r.t. 
a specification. More precisely, Subsection 2.2 defines production trees for a context-free grammar. 
An inference rule expressing structural induction over production trees is also given. Subsection 
2.3 is concerned with the translation mappings induced by a one-pass, one-attributed grammar, 
and Subsection 2.4 states the correctness condition for such a grammar w.r.t. a specification. 

2.1 One-attributed grammars 

This subsection deals with one-attributed grammars, and one-pass grammars as a special case 
of them. The well-formedness of such grammars is expressed largely in terms of the derivability 
of formulae within a typed inference system. To that end, a typed boolean structure B (which 
forms the basis of such an inference system) appears in the definition of a one-attributed grammar. 
Another constituent is r, a context over B (in the sense of definition 2.4 of [MargO]). r contains 
the "theory" of attribute-types involved. For instance, if, in a practical case, an attribute has as 
its domain the type "stack of integer" , then r would contain the definition of this type, and an 
(axiomatic) definition of the operations on the type. 

Definition 2.1 (one-attributed grammar) 
A one-attributed grammar is a 8-tuple G' = (N,T,P',Z,it,st,B,r), where 

• N is a finite set 

• T is a finite set 

• NnT= 0 

.ZEN 
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o 

• B = (C" 11" C" V,, L, TA) is a typed boolean structure 

• r is a context over B 

• it = {itA I A E N} 
st = {stA I A E N} 

, where, for all A E N, B i-TIS r [> itA: * and B i-TIS r [> StA : * 
• pI is a finite set of constructs, a typical element of which, p' say, reads 

Ao(io, so) ---> Wo AI(il,sl) WI. "Wn_1 An(in,sn) Wn 
So = eo , i l = el , ... , in = en 

where 

n?:O 
Wk E T' , for all k : 0 :0; k :0; n 

{Ao,AI, ... ,An} ~ N 

{io,so, ... ,in,sn} ~ Ve 

io, So, ... , in, So are pairwise different 

B I-T1S r, io:itAo' 81 :stA1 ,.", Sn:StA" l> ek: itAk I for all k: 1:5 k:5 n 

B rTIS r, io :itAo 151 :StAI I'" ,So :stA .. [> eo: stAo 

Nand T are the sets of nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively, and Z is the start 
symbol of the grammar. 

For a nonterminal A, itA and stA are the inherited and synthesized attribute types of A, 
respectively. 

pi is the set of attributed production rules. For a typical element pi of pi, as specified above, 
i k and Sk denote the inherited and synthesized attributes of nonterminal Air; (for a :s: k :s: n), 
So = eo, i l = el"", in = en are the evaluation rules (sometimes also referred to as semantic 
rules), and Ao -4 Wo Al wI ... Wn_l An Wn is the underlying (context-free) production rule. Ifwe 
let P denote the set of all underlying production rules, then (N, T, P, Z) is a context-free grammar, 
the underlying context-free grammar of C'. 

For attributed production rule pi, exactly one evaluation rule occurs for each of the attributes 
So, i l , ... , in. Moreover, the restrictions on the type deduction for expressions ek (0 ~ k ~ n) 
imply that - as far as attribute variables are concerned - FEV(ek) ~ {io, Sl," ., sn}. Thus, via 
the evaluation rules, attributes So, ii, .. . , in are expressed in terms of attributes io, SI, ... ) Sn . 
These restrictions on the attributed production rules establish the usual normal form requirement 
for an attribute grammar (see [Boc76]). 

This normal form supports the common view on inherited and synthesized attributes as car
riers of downward ("input") and upward ("output") information, respectively, in any attributed 
derivation tree of the grammar. Namely, via the attributed production rules (that constitute 
such a tree) each inherited attribute in the tree is defined in terms of attributes in its "upper 
neighbourhood" and thus conveys information downward through the tree, while each synthesized 
attribute is defined in terms of its "lower neighbourhood" and as such provides for the upward flow 
of data. (See [Boc76] for details.) We shall re-encounter this nature of attributes when defining 
the translation mappings of an attribute grammar, later on in this section. 

By limiting the occurrence of free variables in the expressions ek (1 ~ k ~ n) of definition 2.1 
still further, a sub-class of the one-atributed grammars is obtained: 
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Definition 2.2 (one-pass condition) 
A one-attributed granunar is called one-pass (left-to-right) if each element 

Ao(io,so) - Wo A,(i"s,) w, ... Wn_' An(in,sn) Wn 
So = eo , i1 = el , ... , in = en 

of P' satisfies 

(Hence, for all k: 1 ~ k ~ n, FEV(e.) <; {io,s" ... ,sk-d.) 
o 

forallk:l~k~n 

An attribute grammar G' satisfying the one· pass condition has the property that the attributes 
of a derivation tree t, associated with G', can be evaluated in a single (left-to-right) pass over t 
(see e.g. [Eng84], [Boc76]). 

2.2 Production trees 

Throughout, derivation trees of a context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, Z) are assumed to be labeled 
with production rules (rather than grammar symbols), and will be called production trees for that 
reason. A production tree is fully determined by the label of its root and a sequence of direct 
subtrees; the latter in accordance - qua size and type - with that root label. 

The following defines PTA, for each nonterminal A E N, to be the type of the production trees 
issued from A, i.e., the trees with root labeled by a production rule with left-hand side A. PTA 
is a sum type with an alternative for each such production rule (i.e., possible root label). The 
collection {PTA I A E N} is defined with mutual recursion. 

Definition 2.3 (production trees) 
Let G = (N, T, P, Z) be a context-free grammar. The collection of types {PTA I A E N} is defined 
with mutual recursion as 

rec ( ... 

, PTA, =, surn( ... , Ao - a : prod(PTA" .. . , PTA.) , ... ) 
, ... 
) 

Herein, the rec-construct contains a clause per nonterminal. Above the clause is shown for nonter
minal Ao. In its turn, the sum type defining PTAo contains an alternative per production rule with 
AD as its left-hand side. Above the alternative is displayed for rule AD _ a, with a E (N U T)' 
such that atN = A, ... An. 

An expression of type PTA is called a production tree issued from A. A complete production 
tree is a production tree issued from start symbol Z. 
o 

Several matters should be noted. 
In particular, a production tree issued from Ao (i.e., an expression of type PTAo ) is a construct 

[AD - a,(d" ... ,dn) l, where AD - a E P and (d" ... ,dn) is a sequence of production trees, 
such that dk is issued from Ak , the kth nonterminal in a, for 1 :S k :S n. 

The notation of concepts according to definition 2.3 leaves the relation to grammar G implicit; 
it will always be clear from the environment which grammar is meant. A similar remark applies 
to forthcoming definitions. 

In addition to definition 2.3 it is possible to define the type, PT say, of the production trees 
of G (without further differentiation), namely 

PT =, surn( ... , Eo - f3 : prod(PTB" .. . , PTB_) , ." ) 

where the sum type contains an alternative per production rule in P. Above the alternative for 
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rule Bo -> (3 is shown, with (3 t N = B , ... Bm. Thus, the sum type defining PT contains the 
collected alternatives of the definitions for {PTA I A EN}. However, for our purposes the use of 
the separate definitions for PTA will suffice, therefore the notion of PT has not been included in 
definition 2.3. 

Example 2.4 (on production trees) 
Consider the context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, Z), with 

oN={Z,Y} 

o T={z,y,x} 

o P = {Z -> z, Z -> YYy, Y -> Zx} 

The types of the production trees of G are PTz and PTy , defined with mutual recursion as follows 

rec ( PTz =, sum( Z -> z : pro dO , Z -> YY y : prod(PTy , PTy) ) 

, PTy =, sum(Y -> Zz: prod(PTz )) 

) 

Hence, an expression of type PTz is of either of the forms [Z -> z, 0] or [Z -> YY y, (d!, d2) ] , 
where dl and d2 are expressions of type PTy. Likewise, an expression of type PTy is of the form 
[Y -> Zz,(d)], with doftype PTz. An example of the latter is [Y -> Z",([Z-> z,()])]. 
o 

For an attribute grammar G' with underlying context-free grammar G we formulate an infer
ence rule from T [SB, expressing structural induction over the production trees of G. To that end, 
let D he a context containing the appropriate recursive type definition, as in definition 2.3 above, 
and let B i-T1S D I> RA : PTA -> bool (for all A EN). Then the induction rule reads 

D I> V A -> " E P, (d
" 

... , dn ) :prod(PTAu . .. , PTA.) 

. (RA, .d, II ... II RA.·dn =? RA· [A -> ", (d
" 

... , dn )]) 

wherein" E (N UT)' , with "tN = A, ... An. 

2.3 Translation mappings 

A one-pass, one-attributed grammar G' gives rise to a collection {FA I A E N} of translation 
mappings. Herein, FA has type PTA -4 itA --+ stA, i.e., it maps production trees issued from A 
onto functions from the inherited to the synthesized attribute domain of A. Stated differently, 
given a tree d of type PTA and an expression ("value") i of the inherited type itA, FA·d.i yields 
a value of synthesized type stA. 

This way, an attribute grammar can be considered to realise, through Fz, a translation from 
the language produced by the underlying context-free grammar - plus environment information, 
modelled by domain itz - to some target language (represented by domain stz). More generally, 
each FA (A E N) realises such a translation from the sublanguage produced by A - plus itA -
to stA . 

For A E N, FA is defined to be a lambda-expression, the body of which consists of a case
construction, selecting among the possible forms of expressions of type PTA_ 

Definition 2.5 (translation mappings) 
Let G' = (N, T, P', Z, it, st, B, r) be a one-pass, one-attributed grammar, with (N, T, P, Z) as its 
underlying context-free grammar. The collection of expressions {FA I A E N} is defined with 
mutual recursion as 
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rec ( ... 
FA, =, >. d: PTA, . (case d of 

, ... 
) 

, ... 

Herein, the rec-construct contains a clause per nonterminal. Above the clause is shown for nOll

terminal Ao. In its turn, the case-expression in the definition of FAo contains an alternative per 
kind of production tree of type PTAo ; there are as many of these kinds as there are production 
rules in P with left-hand side Ao (such production rules act as root labels). Above the alternative 
is displayed for the kind of trees with Ao - fr as their root label, where fr t N = A" .. . , An. 
The direct subtrees d1 ) ... ,dn are hence of types PTAI' ... , PTAnl respectively. The above def
inition also expresses that FA, applied to a tree of the form [Ao - fr,(d" ... ,dn } J yields 
HA,_ao(FA, od,)o ... o(FA• odn ). Herein, FA,od, through FA.odn are the applications of the appro
priate translation mappings to the direct subtrees of [Ao - fr,(d" ... ,dn } J , and HA,_a is 
a higher-order function completely determined by the attributed production rule in pi that has 
Ao - fr as its underlying context-free rule (the structure of the H-functions will be dealt with 
hereafter) . 
D 

Example 206 (on translation mappings) 
Consider the one-pass, one-attributed grammar G' = (N, T, pi, Z, it, st, B, r), of which only the 
following components will be specified 

oN={Z,Y} 

o T={z,y,x} 

o p l ={ Z(io,so}-z 
So = Uo 

, Z(io,so) - Y(i"SI) Y(i2,S2) y 

} 

So = Va , i l = VI , i2 = V2 

Y(io,so) - Z(i"SI) x 
So = Wo , i l = WI 

Notice that grammar G of example 2.4 is the underlying context-free grammar of G' . 
The translation mappings Fz and Fy induced by G' are defined as mutually recursive expres

sions. Herein Fz has type PTz _ itz - stz and Fy has type PTy - ity _ sty. The definition 
reads 

rec ( Fz =, Ad: PTz . ( case d of 
[Z _ z,() J then Hz_" 
[Z - YYy, (d

"
d2 ) J then Hz_yyyo(Fyod,)0(Fyod2) 

) 
, Fy =, >. d: PTy . (case d of [Y - Zx, (d , ) J then Hy_zxo(Fzod,» 
) 

wherein Hp (for P E {Z _ z, Z _ YY y, Y - Zx}) is a higher-order function fully determined by 
the evaluation rules of the attributed production rule p' that has p as its underlying context-free 
rule. 
D 
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Next we specify how an attributed production rule pi, with underlying context-free rule p, gives 
rise to a function H p as used in the definition of translation mappings. 

As may be checked from the latter definition and the (required) type of FA" HA,_a, with 
"rN = A, ... An, has type 

(itA, -> stA') -> ... -> (itA. -> stA.) -> (itAo -> StAo) 

We shall give the definition of H Ao_ a first, and go into its meaning (in connection with translation 
mappings) afterwards. 

Definition 2.7 
Let G' be a one-pass, one-attributed grammar. An attributed production rule p': 

Ao(io,50) -I> Wo AI(i l ,SI) WI· .. Wn-l An(in ,5n ) Wn 

50 = eo , il = el , ... , in = en 

of G' gives rise to Hp , where p is the underlying context-free rule of p', defined by 

Hp =, A h, : (itA, -> stA,) , ... , hn : (itA. -> stA.) 

D 

. (A io : itAo 
.(let i, : itA, =e" 

51: StAI = h l ·i1 , 

) 

in : itA .. = en 
Sn : stA .. = hn·in 
So : StAo = eo 

in So 

The above presentation clearly shows how the evaluation rules So = eo, il = e1, ... , in = en of 
p' appear in the body of Hp and, in fact, completely determine Hp. 

A more concise denotation is obtained by substituting expressions ek for ik (1 :'0 k :'0 n) and 
eo for So, which yields 1 

Hp =, Ah,: (itA, -> stA,) , ... , hn : (itA. -> stA.) 
. ( A io : itA, 

. (let SI : stA, = h , ·e, , 

sn : stA .. = hn·en , 
In eo 

Recall that the meaning ("value") of the let-construct in (*) equals that of eo, with the proviso that 
variables 51, ... , Sn (that may occur free in eo, cf. definition 2.1) are bound to h1·el, ... , hn ·en , 
respectively. 

In fact, notice also that the order of bindings in the (nested) let-construct reflects the left-to
right nature of the evaluation rules of p', in the following sense: according to definition 2.2, for each 
k (1 :'0 k:'O n) FEV(ek) ~ {io, s" ... , sk-d, of which io is bound in the enclosing A-abstraction, 
and 51, ... , Sk-l are bound "earlier" in the let-construct. 

1 By the normal Corm requirement, a variable i k (1 S; k ~ n) does not occur Cree in any oC the expressions el 
(1 ~ I ~ n), and neither does 80. Therefore i k is used only in the subsequentCormula hk ·ik (so only in "... in so"), 
and (*) is a correct abbreviation. 
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Example 2.8 (on H-functions) 
We give the functions Hz _, and Hz_yyy, determined by attributed production rules 

Z(ia, sa} - z 
So = Uo 

and Z(ia,sa} - Y(i
"

SI} Y(i2 ,S2} Y 
So = Va 1 it = VI 1 i2 = V2 

of example 2.6 (and used in the translation mappings of that example). 
Hz_, is a function of type itz _ stz. Using the abbreviated notation (*), it is defined by 

Hz_z =e A io: itz . Uo 

Hz_yyy is a function of type (ity _ sty) ---; (ity _ sty) ---; (itz ---; stz). Its definition reads 

Hz_yyy =, )'h , : (ity - sty), h2 : (ity - sty) 
.(>.ia:itz 

. (let s, : sty = h
"

V, , S2 : sty = h2 ,V2 in vo) 
) 

o 

Now consider the use of HAo __ a in the definition of translation mapping FAo (Ao -+ a is the 
underlying context-free rule of p' as in definition 2.7). According to definition 2.5, FA. applied to 
[Ao - Ct, (d

" 
... , dn) J yields HA._a·(FA, .d, ) •...• (FA •. dn). The latter reduces to (using (*) 

for simplicity): 

) 

Sn : st A .. = FAn .do·en 

in eo 

Thus, HAo-+a applied to FAl ,d1 , .•. , FA .. ·dn uses ek (associated with the inherited attribute of 
A. by the evaluation rules ofp') as argument ("input") for the application of translation mapping 
FAIe to the kth direct subtree dk1 and it incorporates the result of FAIe .dk·ek by binding it to s. (the synthesi2ed attribute of A. in p'). The overall result is a function that, when applied to 
a value io of type itAo' yields eo (with the appropriate bindings), which is associated with the 
synthesized attribute of Ao. 

This way, HA ._a reflects the nature of the inherited and synthesized attributes of Ao - Ct (cf. 
the discussion following definition 2.1): the former act as input information for the application 
of translation mappings to (sub )trees, whereas the latter are identified with the results of these 
applications. 

In fact, for this reason Hp may well be conceived as the meaning of attributed production rule 
p'. Likewise, the collection of translation mappings {FA IA E N} - determined by {Hp Ip E P} 
according to definition 2.5 - may be considered as the meaning of attribute grammar G'. More 
precisely, the application of FA to a production tree d of type PTA simulates attribute evaluation 
for d, considered as a function from itA to stA. This way, an attribute grammar is identified 
with the translation mappings it induces; such a characterisation forms the basis for the relation 
between attribute grammars and functional programming, see for instance [Joh87]. 

2.4 Correctness condition 

Finally we define the correctness condition for a grammar G' = (N, T, P', Z, it, st, B, r) with 
respect to a specification. A specification for G' is a pair (Q, R) of predicates such that B f-T1S 

r I> Q : itz - bool and B f-TIs r I> R: itz ---; stz ---; bool. 
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Definition 2.9 (correctness condition) 
Let G' = (N, T, P', Z, it, st, B, r) be a one-pass, one-attributed grammar. Let Q and R be predi
cates such that B f-TIS r I> Q : itz ~ bool and B f-TIS r I> R : itz ~ stz ~ bool, i.e., the pair 
(Q, R) is a specification for G'. 
The correctness condition for G' w.r.t. (Q, R) reads 

V d: PTz, i: itz . (Q.i => R.i.(Fz·d.i)) 

wherein PTz is the type of the production trees issued from Z and Fz is the translation mapping 
for Z. 
o 

The correctness condition for G' expresses that for all complete production trees d, and for all 
values i in the inherited domain of Z that satisfy Q·i, Fz applied to d and i satisfies R.i.(Fz·d.i). 
However, as the collection {FA I A E N} is defined with mutual recursion over production trees, in 
order to prove the correctness condition for G' we have to prove similar conditions for incomplete 
production trees as well. This leads to the introduction of collections of predicates {QA I A EN} 
and {RA I A E N} of the appropriate types (with Qz = Q and Rz = R) and a correctness 
condition 

for each nonterminal A. The correctness condition for G' then equals the one for start symbol Z. 
Indeed, these additional correctness conditions will be encountered in connection with the logic to 
be developed next. 

3 A logic for one-pass, one-attributed grammars 

Let G' = (N, T, pI, Z, it, st, B, r) be a one-pass, one-attributed granunar. We define a logic for 
G', denoted by T IS~, as an extension of TISB. To save writing in this definition, assume that 
N = {AI, ... , An}, assume that QA I , • •• , QA .. and RA 1 , ••• , RA" are such that 

B f-TIS r I> QA, : itA, ~ bool (for all k: 1 :0: k :0: n) 

B f-TIS r I> RA. : itA, ~ stA, ~ bool (for all k : 1 :0: k :0: n) 

and let r' denote the sequence 

qA 1 : itA l ---1- baal, qA 1 =e QAl , ... , qA" : itA" ---1- baal, qA .. =e QA .. , 

TAl: itAI ---1- stAI ---1- baal, rAI =e RAl , ... , rA" : itA" ---1- StA" ---1- baal, TA" =e RAn. 

i.e., r' serves to select a collection {QA, , RA, I Ak E N} of predicates and to bind these predicates 
to the variables {qA, , r A, I Ak E N}. Notice that the predicates can be typed in a context only 
containing r. 

The logic T I Sfj consists of inference formulae and rules as follows 
Inference formulae are 

1. the formulae of TIS B 

2. A I> (pr correct), where 

pr E P' 

A is a context over B 

3. A I> (G', Q, R), where 

B f-TIS r I> Q : itz ~ bool 

B t-TIS r I> R : itz ~ stz ~ bool 
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· A is a context over B 

Inference rules are 

1. the rules ofTISB 

2. For a production rule pr E P' of the form 

Ao(io,so) ~ Wo Adi"s,) w, ... W n_, An(in,sn) Wn 

So = eo , il = el , ... , in = en 

the rule 

I> 

f, r' , 

io : itAo ) So : stAo , 
So =e eo , i 1 =e el , 

, in : itA .. , Sn : stA .. J 

in =e en 

f , f' I> (pr cor red ) 

for all k : 1 ~ k ~ n 

3. 
f, f' I> (pr, corred) , ... , f, r' I> (prm correct) 

f I> (G', Q, R) 

wherein P' = {pr" ... ,prm} , Q = Qz , R = Rz 

Recall that r' selects a collection {QA. , RA. I A. E N} of predicates. Notice that in the last 
inference rule above the part r' is dropped from the context. This means that the information 
about the selected predicates is lost when applying this rule (except for Qz and Rz, concerning 
start symbol Z, which are retained in the conclusion of the rule). On the other hand, if one is 
asked to derive (G', Q, R) - i.e., G' is correct w.r.t. Q and R - for some Q and R, a reverse 
application of the last rule requires the selection ("invention") of predicates QA/t and RA/t for each 
nonterminal A., with the proviso that Q z = Q and Rz = R. 
Derivability of an inference formula 'P within TISjj is denoted by B I-T1S+ 'P. 

4 Consistency of TIS~ w.r.t. TISB 

We define the notion of consistency between two logics as follows 

Definition 4.1 (Consistency) 
Let L, = (:F, , 1?,) and L2 = (:F2 , 1?2) be two inference systems, with :F, ;2 :F2 and 1?, ;2 1?2. 
Denote the derivability of a formula 'P in L, and L2 with I-L, 'P and I-L, 'P, respectively. Let :1 
be an interpretation of the formulae in L1 in terms of the formulae in L 2 , i.e., .J E:F1 ---+ :F2. 

a. Rule ¥- E'Il I is consistent w.r.t. L2 under:r if 

I-L, .J('Pd and ... and I-L, :1('Pn) imply I-L, :1('P)' 

b. L, is consistent w. r.t. L2 under.J if for all 'P E :F, 
I-L, 'P implies I-L, :1('P) 

o 

Lemma 4.2 
Let L" L2 and :1 be as in the preceding definition. In order to prove that L, is consistent w.r.t. 
L2 under :1 it suffices to show that all rules of 1?, are consistent w.r.t. L2 under :1. 
proof: straightforward, using the notion of derivability of formulae within an inference system. 
o 
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For Gt = (N, T, P', Z, it, st, B, f) we now provide an interpretation of the formulae in TISiI 
in terms of those in TISB , and we show the consistency of TIS~ w.r.t. TISB under this inter
pretation. 

Definition 4.3 (I, interpretation) 
Let G', TISB , TIS~ and f' be as in the preceding section. Let ~ be a piece of context containing 

the type definitions for {PTA I A E N}, the types of the production trees of G 

the definitions for {FA I A E N} and {HA_ a I A -->" E P}, concerning the 
translation mappings induced by G' 

Finally, let !:1' be a piece of context containing a clause 

for each A E N. Notice that, this way, V d: PTA. ('10 A .d) expresses the correctness condition for FA 
w.r.t. QA and RA (cf. subsection 2.4); where the latter two are bound to qA and rA, respectively, 
by fl. 

Then I maps formulae of TIS~ onto formulae of TISB according to 

l. I( D I> <p) = D I> <p , for D I> <p an inference formula of TIS B 

2. I( f, f' I> (pr correct» = 
f, f',!:1,!:1' 

I> 
V (d

" 
... , dn ) : prod(PTA". .. , PTA.) 

. ('IoA,·d, II ... II'IoA.·dn => 'IoAo·[Ao -->a, (d" ... ,dn) J) 
wherein Ao --+ 0', with 0' = WOAIWI ... Wn_lAnwn, is the underlying production rule ofpr. 

3. I( f I> (G',Q,R» f, ~ I> Vd:PTz, ;:;tz. (Q.; => R.;.(Fz·d.;» 

Notice that the interpretation of f I> (G', Q, R) displays the correctness condition for G' 
(subsection 2.4), in a context containing the appropriate definitions. 
o 

Theorem 4.4 
Let G' , TISB , TIS~ , f' , ~, ~, be as in definition 4.3, and let I be as defined by the latter 
definition. Then TIS~ is consistent w.r.t. TISB under I. 

proof: 
Due to Lemma 4.2, this requires a proof per inference rule in TISiI. These rules come in three 
kinds (cf. section 3). We provide a proof for each of the kinds. 

Rules of kind 1 (rules of TISB): Obvious, as the rules of TISB form a subset of those of TIS~, 
and formulae appearing in these rules have identity interpretation. 

Rules of kind 2: Consider attributed production rule pr of the form 

Ao{io, so) --+ Wo Adil,SI} WI·· ,wn_l An(in,sn) Wn 

So = eo , it = el , ... , in = en 

The premises ofthe corresponding inference rule are (n+l) formulae in TISB (hence, with identity 
interpretation). Assuming the derivability (in TISB) of these formulae, we provide a proof of 
B rTIS I(f, f' I> (pr correct». Namely, starting from 
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r, r' 
io : itAo , So : StAO , ... , in : itA .. , Sn : StA .. , 
So =e eo , '1 =e el , ... , in =e en 

,forallk:l$k$n 

repeated application of the rules for context extension and reordering of context terms, yields 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

r, r' , ll., ll.'J 
(d" ... ,d.) :prod(PTA". .. ,PTA.) J 

<P Al od1 A ... A <P A .. ·dn I 

io : itAo , qAo oio I 

it : itAI , il =e el I 
8, : StAI , SI =e F Al odl oil I 

in : itA .. , in =e en I 
Sn : StA .. , Sn =e FA .. ·dnoin I 

So : StAo , So =e eO I 

qAo"o /\ /\ .-, (. .) j=1 qAj"j ATAjoljoSj 

qAo·io /\ /\7=1 (qAjoij A TAjoijosj) 

and the proof continues as indicated: 

12. 

13. 

14. 

IS. 

16. 

17. 

18. TAo·io·so 

(el \1,3,5-9) 

(4) 

(el ,*,10,13) 

(el,*,12,14) 

(el ,*,10, ... ) 

(el,*,12,16) 

(el ,*,11, ... ) 

19. TAo·io·(let il : itA l = el, 51 : StA I = FAI .d1oi1, ... , So : stAo = eo in so) 

(let-rule, repeatedly) 

20. rA,·io·(HA,_o·(FA, .d,) ..... (FA.·d.).io) (def. HA,_o) 

21. rA,.io.(FA,·[Ao ~ O',(d" ... ,d.)J·'o) (def. FA,) 

22. 

23. 

\I i" itA, . (qA, .io '* r A, .io·(FA,· [ Ao ~ 0', (d" .. . , d.) J.io) ) 

<PA,·[ Ao ~ 0', (d" ... ,dn) J 

24. \I (d" ... , do) : prod(PTA " .. . , PTA.) 

. (<PA, ·d, /\ ... /\ <PAn·do '* <PA,' [Ao ~ O',(d" ... , do) J) 
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Line 24 (in its proper context, viz. line 1) displays I( r, r/, I> (pr correct». Therefore rules of 
kind 2 are consistent W.r.t. TISB under I. 

Rules of kind 3: 
Starting from B rTIS I((prl correct» , .. ' , B rTIS I((prm correct)) , using rules for reordering 
of contexts, and applying (in It), yields 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

and, continuing: 

5. 

6. 

7. 

ll
VAEN,d:PTA.(<I!A.d) 

Vd:PTz, i:itz.(Qz·i =? Rz·i.(Fz·d.i» 

V d: PTz , i: itz . (Q.i =? R.i.(Fz·d.i» 

(induction) 

(el '1,5 & def. <l!z,qz,rz) 

(context reduction & Qz = Q, Rz = R) 

Line 7 (in context 1) displays I( (G' , Q, R». Hence rules of kind 3 are consistent. 

With Lemma 4.2, the result now holds as claimed. 
o 

5 Evaluation / Related work 

In this paper, we have presented a logic for one-pass, one attributed grammars, as an extension 
of a very general inference system based on A-calculus and natural deduction. The proof method 
obtained is compositional. As a particular feature, contexts playa very important role in the 
inference formulae of the logic. 

The merit of such a logic lies in the fact that it is a formal system with well-defined formulae 
and rules, and, thanks to the strong emphasis on contexts, the environment in which proofs and 
design steps must be carried out is defined very precisely. As an example of the latter phenomenon, 
the inference rules introduced in Section 3 express that the proof of the condition pr correct must 
take place in a context containing no information about production trees or translation mappings. 
Also, the last inference rule in the same section clearly exhibits the precise point where additional 
predicates QA and RA must be selected for non terminals A, different from Z. 

As a consequence, we expect that an approach like the one presented in this paper will tUrn 

out to be well-suited for the derivation of attribute grammars from a specification. 

For the scope of this paper we have restricted ourselves to one-pass grammars, but the method 
can be extended withou t too much difficulty to more general kinds of grammars; typically multi
pass or multi-sweep ones ([Fil83]). We feel that for the design of practical attribute grammars 
- the goal we ultimately strive for - attribute grammars with a more complicated attribute 
structure than the ones mentioned above are hardly likely to be of use. 

As the most important work related to ours we mention that of Courcelle & Deransart [C&D88]. 
However, the latter paper is far more theoretically oriented, and, due to the application of the 
particular formalism, does not give too much hold where the "rules of the game" allowed are 
concerned. 
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The proof rule arrived at in our paper can be regarded as an instance of the annotations 
method in [C&D88], that is, with a suitable choice for the arcs in the graphs D(p) - see section 
4.3, p. 43 -, reflecting the "one-pass" -ness of the grammar. 

In view of what was said in the preceding paragraph, it is in fact expected that in practical 
situations the choice of annotations (and the relations between them) will often be inspired by 
considerations of pass-orientedness of the attribute scheme under consideration. 

Other related work is that of Katayama & Hoshino [K&H81]' who follow a similar approach 
for the class of absolutely noncircular attribute grammars, but, again, in a less precisely defined 
framework. 

Future work will be directed towards a further development of the method, for use in connec
tion with more complicated types of grammars (typically multi-pass and multi-sweep ones). In 
addition, the use of the formalism as an aid in deriving correct attribute grammars will be inves
tigated, especially in connection with code generation. This investigation may include the issue of 
transforming attribute grammars while preserving their correctness (w.r.t. a specification). 
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